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Overview
I DEM are widely used to assess planetary surface

topography and morphometric parameters (e.g. slope,
aspect)

I DEM have vertical errors dz. Most of the time, they
are not included in slope calculations.

How do errors propagate on computed
slopes?

I We take the example of HiRISE DEM (Kirk et al., 2008)
with a spatial resolution of 1 m/pixel.

Methods
I z = f (x, y) → \ = f (z, Xx, Xy),

where z is the elevation, \ the slope, x and y are
longitudinal and latitudinal directions, Xx and Xy are
pixel sizes along x and y,

I adding somenoise: z + dz with dz ∼ N(0, f), following
constraints from Su�on et al., 2015,

I computing resulting slopes \ + d\ using ArcGIS’
method and estimate d\ .
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Figure: Workflow of this study.

Figure: Slope vertical errors d\ versus mean slope \ for a 100×100
pixels synthetic noisy DEM. f represents di�erent standard
deviations of the errors normal distribution.

Figure: Slope vertical errors d\ versus mean slope \ for a 100×100
pixels synthetic noisy DEM. DEM used as inputs have been filtered
with gaussian filter (red) and median filter (yellow).

Conclusions
I Slope errors d\ depend on synthetic slope \ .
I Highest errors are between 20 and 30o for unfiltered noisy DEM.
I Smoothing by applying 4×4 filters only partially remove d\ .
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